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Abstract

The behaviourof pulsationin the outer layers of a "typical"Mira
variable (M = M , L = 10_L , T .. = 2750K, P = 373 days) has been studiedin

• e e e_
the adiabaticand isothermalllmzts. A shock wave propagatesoutwardonce
per period and the radial velocityobtained from observationsof hydrogen
emissionlines is identifiedwith the velocityof gas in the post-shock
region. In the adiabaticcase, mass loss in the form of a steady stellar
wind was produced. However, the mass loss rate is far too large (0.02

M yr-I) if approximateobservationalestimatesof the photosphericdensity
are adopted. In the isothermalcase, no continuousmass loss was produced
but occasionalejectionof shells occurs. The time-averagedmass loss rate
produced by this process is _ I0-12Myr-1. Pulsationintroducedinto a star
undergoingsteadymass loss as a resultof radiationpressure actingon
grains causedthe mass loss rate to increaseby a factorof ~ 40 while the
terminalvelocityof the flow was almostunaltered.

I. INTRODUCTION

The occurrenceof violet displacedresonanceline absorptionin the
spectraof luminousM giants and supergiantshas long been interpretedas

evidence fo_itheexistenceof matter flowingoutward from these stars at
~ i0 km sec (Deutsch1960, Weyman 1963), althoughthe mass loss rates are
still very uncertain(Sanner1976, Reimers1977, Bernat 1977). In addition,
infra-red (IR)observationshave shown the existenceof a cool emission
componentin many M giants and supergiantswhich is taken to indicatethe
presenceof dusty circumstellarmaterial. Mass loss rates have been derived
from the IR observationsby Gehrz and Woolf (1971). The productionof mass
outflowin late-typestars is usuallyattributedto a radiationpressure
force actingon grains (Hoyleand Wickramasinghe1962, Kwok 1975) or possibly
on molecules (Weyman1962, Maciel 1977),or to chromosphericheatingproduced
by sound generationin the extensiveconvectionzones of these stars (Fussi-
Pecci and Renzini1976, Renziniet al. 1977). However,in the case of the
Mira variables,a large amplitudeshock wave is injectedinto the outer
layersof the star once each pulsationcycle so that mass loss may be pro-
ducedby pulsationalone,or the pulsationmay substantiallyincrease the
rate of mass loss which resultsfrom either of the above mechanisms. In
thispaper, the productionof mass loss by pulsationand the effect of
pulsationon mass flowsproducedby radiationpressure actingon grains are
examined.
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II. OBSERVATIONALDATA
0

It will be assumedhere that the variabilityof Miras is the resultof
a radialpulsationwhich causes a shock to propogateinto the outer layers
of the star once each pulsationcycle. The bright hydrogenemission lines
that are apparentduringmuch of a Mira pulsationcycle are assumedto
originatefrom the relaxationregionbehind the outwardpropagatingshock
wave. In this situation,the velocity of the hydrogenemission lines
representsthe velocityof the materialbehind the shock front. Similarly,
the velocityof the violet-shiftedcores of strong resonanceabsorption
lines is taken as a measure of the velocityof a steady stellarwind far
above the shockedregionnear the photosphere.

The existenceof a characteristicdouble-peakedmaser emissionfrom a
number of Mira variablesprovides an accuratemeans of determiningcentre-
of-mass (cms)radial velocitiesfor these stars. Accordingto the maser
models of Elitzer,Goldreichand Scoville (1976)and Reid et al. (1977),
the double-peakedstructureresults frommaser amplificationon the near
and far sides of a sphericallysymmetricflow of matter from the central
star. The velocityseparationof the two peaks, which is observedto be time
invariant(Harveyet al. 1974),is assumedto be twice the terminalflow
velocity. A comparisonof maser and thermalradio emissionvelocities (Reid
and Dickinson1976) confirmsthe predictionthat the mean of the radial

•velocitiesof the two maser emissionpeaks coincideswith the cms radial
velocityof the associatedstar.

Table 1 lists cms radial velocitiesderived for all Mira variables
for which either thermalradio emissionor well-definedtwin maser emission
peaks could be found in the literature. Also listed are hydrogenemission
line velocitiesand absorptionline velocities (Feast1963,Wallerstein
1975) relativeto the cms of the star (apositiveentry indicatesmotion
outward from the star): these velocitiesare obtainedat, or shortlyafter,
maximum. No correctionfactor (usually24/17)has been appliedto the
emission line velocitiesto account for sphericityand limb darkeningeffects.
In fact, for an opticallythick shock or an opticallythin shock with over-
lying absorption,the peak emission line intensityshould occur at the shock
velocityand thereforeno correctionfactorshouldbe appliedin these cases.
Column 8 of Table 1 gives the estimateof the terminalstellarwind velocity
obtainedfrom resonanceline absorption(Wallerstein1975)while column9
gives the terminalvelocityestimatewhich is equal to half the velocity
separationof the twin OH maser emissionpeaks.

The velocitiesgiven in Table 1 are plotted againstthe period of
pulsationin Figures 1 and 2. In most stars, the post-shockvelocity lies
in the range 5 to i0 km s-I near maximum light,with some evidence for an
increasein the outwardvelocitywith period. Absorptionline velocities
lie in the range -5 to -i0 km s-l, but these velocitiesare of littleuse
in the present situationsince a lack of knowledgeof their regionof forma-
tion in the shockedatmosphereprecludesany comparisonof these velocities
with theoreticalmodels. The terminalflow velocities (Fig.2) obtained
from circumstellarabsorptionlines and from the separationof the twin
maser emissionpeaks seem to agree reasonablywell and they are concentrated
in the range 3-6 km s-I. There is an apparentincreasein the terminalflow
velocitywith period which is generallyconsistentwith the relationobtained
from the largersample of stars which includesthe semi-regularvariables
with periods > 500 days (Dickinson,Kollbergand Yngvesson1975).
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Table 1

MIRA RADIAL VELOCITIES

F hAvOH SourceW F W v v
Star Period Vcms Vabs Vabs Vem em cs

Z Cyg 263 -171.0 2.0 2.2 1
R Aql 284 30.1 -5.4 - 3.9 5.1 9.1 7.1 6 2
R Leo 313 7.2 -7.8 - 4.8 7.2 9.2 0.7 3
0 Ceti 332 50.9 -13.9 2.9 4
U Mic 335 - 63.0 - 9.0 5.0 3 5
RS Vir 353 - 25.0 15.0 3.5 1
SY Aql 356 - 71.1 ii.9 3.5 1
S Cr B 360 - 15.6 -6.3 -14.6 5.9 6.4 3.5 1
U Ori 372 - 26.0 -6.0 - 4.0 6.0 8.0 3.0 3.5 i0
v Mic 381 - 0.i 5.6 6
W Hya 382 37.7 -7.3 - 4.3 ~1.7 9.3 4.2 4 7,3,8
R Hya 388 - 12.3 -5.8 - 6.3 6.7 6.7 ii.2 ii
RW Sco 388 - 78.8 9.2 5 5
W Vel 393 4.0 - 4.0 8.0 3.5 5
RR Aql 394 12.6 11.6 5 2
U Her 406 - 33.0 -6.0 - 5.0 6.0 ii.0 5 i0
X Cyg 407 - 8.9 -8.9 - 8.9 7.1 7.1 7.6 4
WX Ser 425 - i0.5 7.5 2
R Cas 431 16.6 -6.4 - 9.4 8.1 6.6 3.6 3.5 3,9
W Aql 490 - 39.6 - 1.6 ii
IK Tau ~500 46.3 ~9.7 17 2

Notes: Period is in days and velocitiesare in km s-i. v is the.cms..
heliocentricradial velocityof the star and all other veloclulesare
measured relativeto this value, vWbs and VFabs(v_ and vFm) are
absorption (emission)line velocitiesmeasurednear maximumby Wallerstein
(1975)and Feast (1963)respectively. Vcs are circumstellarabsorption
line velocitiesfromWallerstein (1975)and % AvOH is half the velocity
separationof the twin OH maser emissionfeatures. Sourcesof Vcms are:
(i) Dickinson,Kollbergand Yngvesson (1975); (2) Wilson and Barrett
(1972); (3) Reid and Dickinson (1976); (4) Lo and Bechis (1977);
(5) Bowers and Kerr (1977); (6) Caswell,Robinsonand Dickel (1971);
(7) Dickinsonand Kleinmann (1977); (8) McGee, Newton and Brooks (1977);
(9) Nguyen-Quang-Rieu, Fillet and Gheudin (1971); (i0) Wilson et al.
(1972); (ii) Dickinsonet el. (1978).
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Fig. 1 Emission line (solidsymbols)and absorptionline (hollow
symbols)velocitiesnear maximumplotted againstperiod. Circles
are from Feast (1963)and trianglesfromWallerstein (1975). Lines
join measurementsof the same star by the two differentauthors.
All velocitiesare measuredrelativeto the centre-of-massof the star.
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Fig. 2 Stellarwind flow velocityobtained from circumstellar
opticalabsorptionlines (triangles)and half the velocitysep-
arationof twin OH maser emissionpeaks (circles)plotted against
Mira period. Lines join observationsof the same star. The
dotted line is the relationobtainedby Dickinson,Kollbergand
Yngvesson (1975)for a larger sample of stars includingsemi-
regularvariableswith periods > 500 days.
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The most usefulobservationalproperty for comparisonwith theoretical
models is the variationin the hydrogenemissionline (i.e.,post-shock)
velocitywith phase. However, the existingemissionline velocitycurves
seem rather ambiguous. Early velocitycurvesobtained at dispersionsof
35-65 A ram-! for O Ceti (Joy1926) and U Ori, R Leo, X Cygni and R Cas
(Merrilland Burwell 1930) are shown in Figure 3a after conversionto
velocityrelative to the stellarcentre-of-mass. These curves generally
show a rise to maximumat phase ~ 0.2 and declinethereafter. However,more
recent higher dispersionresults (~ i0 A mm-l) by Joy 1954, Merrill 1945,
1945a, 1947, 1952, 1953 and Wallerstein1975 (Fig. 3b) do not show any
consistentpattern,e.g., R Leo and O Ceti show a maximum velocityat phase
~ 0.2 as found in earlierresultswhereasR Hya shows a continuallyincreasing
velocityand X Cygni and U Ori show a continuallydecreasingvelocity. In
view of the discrepancybetween the two sets of results,perhapsall that
one can say from the observationsis that the velocitiesof the hydrogen
emissionlines lie in the range 5-10 km s-I.

III. NUMERICALMETHODSAND PHYSICALASSUMPTIONS

This study uses an implicitdifferenceschemebased on the Eulerian
fluid dynamicalequationsexpressedin conservationlaw form. The calcula-
tions were performedon a model with parametersL = 10_Le, M = M_ and
composition(X,Y)= (0.7,0.3). These parameterswere chosen since the Mira
pulsationperiod (373 days) obtained for the star from the formulaeof Wood
and Cahn (1977)lies near the centre of the observedperiod distribution
(Woodand Cahn 1977). A period of 373 days is also representativeof the
periods of those Miras which are observed to have maser emission.

For the hydrostaticstartingmodels,an effectivetemperature
Teff = 2750K is derivedby assigningthe star to the old disk giant branch

(Woodand Cahn 1977) and a photosphericradium rphot is definedby the
relationL = 4_r_hotTe_ff.The radial temperaturedistributionin the starting
models (andat all times in the isothermalmodel sequences)is given by

T = % Teff (i + _ T)f (i)

where f = 1 , if r < rphot,
r2

= 1 - (i - -h__) if r > rphot"r2

The factor f accountsfor geometricdilutionof radiationat large distances
from the photosphere. A fictitiousoptical depth T is definedas an explicit
functionof r by

where the scale height _ is chosen so that T = 10_K on the inner boundary

which is situatedat r = 0.8 r_hot• The inner boundary conditionswere
appliedat 0 8 r slnce Mira variablesappear to be flrst overtonepulsa-• phot
tors (Wood 1975) and first overtonepulsationmodels have a node near 0.8

r-h t" Stellarinteriormodels constructedusing radiativediffusionand
mlPx_ng-lengthconvectionfor energy transportindicatethat the temperature

at 0.8 rphot is ~ 10_K, althoughthis is dependenton the molecularopacity
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Fig. 3a Emission line velocityrelativeto the stellarcentre-of-mass
plotted againstphase of the pulsationcycle. The curves are eye-fits
tO the data of Merrill and Burwell (1930)and Joy (1926).

Fig. 3b Same as Figure 3a except data are from Merrill 1945, 1945a,
1947, 1952, 1953 and Wallerstein(1975).
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assumedin the photosphericlayers.

In the hydrostaticmodels, the pressure__ applied at the inner boundary
.... 2 ewas adjustedso that, at flctitiousoptlcaldep_ T = _, the gas pressur

Pg = 102 dynes cm-2(_ = 6 x 10-10 gm cm-3) to agree with observationaland
model atmosphereestimatesof the photosphericdensity in late type giants
and Miras (Auman1969, Fujita 1970). Pulsationof the star is simulatedby
varyingthe pressure_ appliedat the inner boundary accordingto the
formula

2_t (2)+ A Sin
inH = in_O -_- ,

where P is the Mira pulsationperiod (373days).

In modelswhere an approximatesimulationof a mass flow producedby
radiationpressure acting on grains is required,it is assumedthat the gas
and grains are coupledand that all grains condenseout over a small tempera-
ture interval. In this situation,the radiationforceper unit mass of gas
is approximatedby

Qeff L (3)

frad = T -Tco n R 2
l+exp

AT

where Qeff is a constant,T is a condensationtemperatureand AT is acQn
temperatureintervalover whlch all material condensesout. The values
Tcon = 1500K and AT = i00 K are used here.

The equationof state allows for the formationof molecularhydrogen
but ionizationof hydrogen and helium (applicableonly in the innermostzones)
had to be omittedbecauseof numericalproblemsat the inner boundary.

In all calculations_the outer,boundarywas placed at_10rhot and.zone
spacing 6r increasedwith r accordlngto the formula6r = rZ. _e radlus r
and the Eulerian coordinatex are relatedby the formula

r = 8.88 x 107 (501- x)-2 CRo
For the adiabaticand isothermalcalculationsnot involvingradiation
pressure 360 zones were used while 180 zones were used in the calculations
involvingradiationpressure inducedflows.

IV. ADIABATICMODELS

Using an amplitudeA = 1 in equation2, a sequenceof adiabaticmodels
was constructedcovering17 pulsationperiods,by which time a steadyperiodic
situationhad been reached. Figure 4 shows the propagationof the first i0
shocks from the inner to the outer boundaryas a functionof time while
Figure 5 shows the radial density,temperatureand velocity distributionsat
one value of the phase of the pulsationcycle in the steadyperiodic limit.

In Figure 4, it is noticeablethat the first shock which propagates
into the hydrostaticatmospheretravelsmuch faster than succeedingshocks.
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Fig. 4 Propagationof the first i0 shocks of the adiabatic
calculations, x is the Eulerian coordinate(see § Ill).
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Fig. 5 Temperature,densityand velocityprofiles at a single
phase of the adiabaticcalculationsafter a steady state has
been reached (continuouscurves). Dotted lines show temperatures
and densitydistributionsin the initialhydrostaticmodels.
Dashed lines mark an envelopefor the velocity curves.
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The rapidityof the first shock is due to two factors (a) the large density
gradientin the hydrostaticatmospherewhich causes the first shock to speed
up (Zeldovichand Raiser 1966) more than later shocks when the density
gradienthas been reduced (seeFig.5), and (b) the fact that all shocks
but the first are impeded by the ram pressureof material fallinginward
after the passageof the previous shock. A furthercomplicationarises
from the fact that in the steadyperiodic situation,the shocks are super-
imposed upon an underlyingoutward flowwhich causes the velocityamplitude
of the shocks to decreasewith time and radius even though they are propa-
gating down a densitygradient. These considerationsshow that the first
shock is atypical and that thereforestudiesof the propagationof an
individualshock into a hydrostaticatmosphere (e.g.,Slutz 1975) do not
give an accuratepictureof the propagationof large-amplitudeperiodic
shocks.

In the steady state, the shock waves are dissipatedin the region above
thephotosphereand producea steadymass outflowfar from the star. Since
the flowbecomessupersonicbefore it reachesthe outer boundary,the outer
boundary conditionscan not affectthe flow,which must meet the inter-
stellarmedium in a shock front beyond the region studiedhere. Near the
outer bouhdary,the velocityincreasesrapidlydue to the formationof
molecularhydrogen. The rate of continuousmass loss producedby the
adiabaticpulsationsis ~ 0.02 M yr-I, which is much greaterthan observa-
tional estimatesof ~ 2 x i0-6 Meyr-I (Gehrzand Woolf 1971). However, the
velocityof the outflowis simil_rto the observedvalues given in Figure 2.

The reason for the large mass loss rate is the high gas densityin the
flow. For a perfectgas, it is easy to show that the differential
equationsgoverningthe continuousparts of the flow, and also the
Hugoniotequationsrelatingquantitiesacross shocks embeddedin the flow,
are unaffectedby a changeof scale in the density. (Dueto dissociation
of hydrogen,the gas in the flow is not perfectat all points but the
present argumentsshould remainessentiallycorrect.) Thus the densityat
any point in the flow is proportionalto the densityor pressurespecified
at the inner boundary,while the flow velocity and temperaturewill remain
unalteredfollowinga change in scale of the inner boundary densityor
pressure. These considerationsshow that the mass loss rate could be
loweredto observedvaluesby reducingthe inner boundarypressureby a
factorof ~ i0_. However,the resultingphotosphericpressure and density
are then considerablyless than the observedvalues given earlier.

Another severeproblemwith these adiabaticmodels is the large region
of high gas temperature(T > 10_k) producedby pulsation. Assumingthe high
temperaturepost-shockregion is opticallythin to Balmer and higher series
radiation,the coolingtime at the densitiesinvolvedfor T > 10_K is < 1
second. The adiabatic assumption is clearly violated in this situation.
In view of the above considerations,it appearsthat adiabaticcalculations
do not accuratelyrepresentthe behaviourof pulsationin the outer layers
of Mira variables.

V. ISOTHERMALMODELS

In these calculations,the temperatureis time-invariantand has the
radial distributiongiven by equationi. A long series of models was
computedcovering92 pulsationperiodswith a pressure variationamplitude
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A = 1.0 (equation2) at the inner boundary. Althoughno continuousmass
loss was produced,occasionalejectionof shellsof material does occur.

The essentialfeaturesof the dynamicsof the situationcan be
explainedwith referenceto Figure 6, in which the radii of the first 14
shocks are plottedagainsttime. As in the adiabaticcase, the first shock
propagatesrapidlyoutwarddown the densitygradientin the hydrostatic
atmosphere. Materialbehind the shock is deceleratedby gravityand begins
to fall in towardthe star. The second shock begins to traveloutward into
the infallingmaterialbut is eventuallyhalted and pushed backward. Each
shock propagatingoutwardreducesthe amount of infallingmaterial and the
fourthshock actuallyovertakesand coalesceswith shocks 2 and 3. This
type of behaviourcontinuesuntil after 14 cycles the inner regions (outto
~ 600R ) become reasonablyperiodic. Typicalvelocityand densityprofilesG
after many _cles are shown in Figure 7. In the extended calculations,
the continualcoalescingof shocks beyond the periodicregion eventually
(after80 cycles)built up a single strong shock which was able to propagate
outwardand escape throughthe outer boundary. By repeatedevents of this
type, a Mira variablecould build up a circumstellarshell and possibly
produce a mass outflow. However, the mass loss rate (calculatedby dividing
the mass lost in the singleejectionevent by the time requiredto produce

this event) is very small (~ 10-12Myr-I).

The variationof post shock velocitywith phase is shown in Figure 8.
It is interestingthat the rise to maximum at phase 0.i - 0.2 and subsequent
declineis similarto the resultsobtainedfrom the early observationsshown
in Figure 3a. The maximum value of the theoreticalpost-shockvelocity lies
well within the range of emission line velocitiesexhibitedby the sample
of stars in Figure i.

A recent observation(Hinkle1978) which can be comparedwith the
present isothermalcalculationsis the infra-redabsorptionline radial
velocitycurve of R Leo (Fig.9), which indicatesinfall velocitiesmuch
greaterthanthose previouslyobtained fromopticalobservations(Fig.i).
Although the precisepoint of origin of the IR absorptionlines in the
dynamicalatmosphereis not known, the maximuminfall velocityin the atmos-
phere at any time must be at least as large as that obtainedfrom the IR
observations. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the infall velocityat
the nominalphotosphere(T = _ ) of the isothermalmodels acceleratesat
almost the same rate as the infall velocityobservedin R Leo, except for
the flat spot on the velocity curve of the models (causedby the hydrogen
dissociationregion moving close to the photosphereas the pressure falls).
This indicatesthat the surfacegravityg (or more precisely,g times the
pulsationperiod P) of R Leo is approximatelythe same as that of the present
models but thatthe temperaturein the models should beraised slightlyto
prevent formationof molecularhydrogenin the photosphericregion. This
latter suggestionis also consistentwith the fact that Hinkle (1978)
derivestemperatures> 3000K for the regionsin which the lines used to
derive the velocitiesin Figure 9 are formed. AlthoughR Leo has a shorter
period (312days) than the models (373days), the formulaeof Wood and Cahn
(1977)predict an effectivetemperaturefor R Leo which is only 50K hotter
than that in the models and a value of gP only 6% greater.
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Fig. 6 Propagationof the first 14 shocksof the isothermal
calculations.
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Fig. 7 Densityand velocityprofiles at a single phase of the
isothermalcalculations(continuouscurves). The dotted line
shows the densitydistributionin the hydrostaticstarting
model. The upper dashed curve is drawn throughthe post-shock
velocitymaxima and the lower dashed curve indicatesmaximum
infall velocity. The positivevelocityat the outer boundary
was causedby passageof a shock (see text).
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Fig. 8 Post-shockvelocityplotted as a functionof phase in
the isothermalmodels. The zeropoint of phase is shiftedso
that the velocitymaximumoccurs near the phase of the observed
velocitymaximum in Figure 3a.
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Fig. 9 The velocityat thenominal photosphere (T= -_-) of the
isothermalmodelsplotted againstphase (continuouscurve). The
symbolsare infra-redabsorptionline velocitiesof R Leo (relative
to the centre-of-massgiven in Table i) from Hinkle (1978):,CO Av
= 3 lines;+,CO Av = 2 high excitationlines;O,OH Av = 2 lines.
The dashed curve is the hydrogenemissionline velocityof R Leo
from Figure 3a.
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VI. THE EFFECT OF PULSATIONON A MASS FLOW PRODUCEDBY RADIATIONPRESSURE

Using the approximationsgiven in §III for grain formationand
accelerationby stellarradiation,the effectivegrain radiationcross-
sectionparameterQeff was adjusted (keepingthe inner boundarypressure
constant)untila steadyoutward flowwas obtainedwith a velocityat the
outer boundary of ~ 5 km s-I (Fig. i0). Integratingthe flow from the

RIR,
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°--10__
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Fig. l0 Densityand velocityprofilesat a singlephase
in the models which includea radiationpressure-
inducedmass flow as well as pulsation. Dotted
lines show densityand velocityprofiles in the
initialsteady state mass outflow model. The
dashed curves are an envelopeto the velocity
profiles.

outer boundary to infinitygives a terminalvelocityof 7 km s-z, which is
well within the range of observed flow velocities (Fig.2). The mass loss
rate _ resultingfrom the flow is 7 x 10-9 M yr-z. However, this value is
not very meaningfulsince # is directlyproportionalto the pressure
specifiedat the inner boundary (see§ IV.). Any value of _ can be obtained
by adjustingH, while the flow velocitywill remain unaltered.

The effect of a pulsatingatmosphere (isothermalapproximation)at the
base of the steadymass outflowwas examinedby varying the pressure at the
inner boundary (usingan amplitudeA = 1.0 in equation2) so that pulsation
and shock waves were produced as before. Figure i0 shows the initial
densityand velocitydistributionsand the distributionswhich resultedwhen
an equilibriumsituationhad been attained. The two main resultsof this
calculationare il) the flow velocity far from the star is onlyslightly
differentfrom thatwhich existedin the absenceof pulsation,and (2) the
mass loss rate is increasedby a factorof ~ 40. The latterresult is due
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to the lowering of the time-averageddensity (orpressure)scale height in
the pulsatingregionsbelow the sonic point causingthe sonic point density
to be raised.

As a final point, it is noted that in the regionwhere pulsation
velocitiesare much greaterthan the underlyingflow velocity (radius
< 600R_),the behaviourof pulsationis almost identicalto that which
occurswhen there is no radiationpressure-inducedmass loss (themaximum
post-shockvelocityis slightlysmallerin these calculationsbut this is
purely a result of the increasednumericalsmoothingof the velocityprofile
behind the shock causedby the doublingof the zone spacing used in the
isothermalmodels without grains). Since the emission lines in the model
come from shocks at radii < 600R_, no informationrelating to the mass out-
flow can be obtained from shock emission.

VII. SUMMARY

It has been shown that adiabaticpulsationin the surfacelayers of a
star with parameterssimilarto those of a Mira variable can produce a
steady stellarwind with a terminalvelocitysimilarto that observed in
the stellarwinds associatedwith Mira variablesand cool luminousred giants.
However, two direct consequencesof the adiabaticmodels conflictwith obser-
vations (i) with observationalestimatesof the photosphericdensity,the
mass loss rate is ~ 104 times larger than observed,and (2) an extensive
regionwith a temperature> 10_K existsbehind the innermostshock and since
the coolingtime for this region is much shorterthan the pulsationperiod,
the assumptionof completeadiabaticityis clearlyincorrect.

Mira-typepulsationin the envelopeof a red giant is found incapable
of producinga continuousmass outflowwhen the radial temperaturedistribu-
tion is held constantin time (isothermalapproximation). However, the
coalescingof many shock waves in the outer layersof the envelope causes
occasionalejectionof shells of matter. The mass loss rate estimatedfor
this process is ~ 10-12MQyr-I Since this mass loss rate is much smaller
than observedmass loss rates, anothermass loss mechanism,such as the
action of radiationpressureon grains,must exist on the giant branch. The
magnitudeof the post-shockvelocityin the isothermalmodels is shown to
agree reasonablywell with the velocityof the hydrogen emissionlines
observedin Mira variables.

In order to investigate the effect of pulsation on a stellar wind
produced by the action of radiation pressure on grains, a model was first
produced with a steady radiation pressure-induced mass outflow and then
pulsation was introduced into the star. The flowvelocity far from the
star was almost unaltered by the pulsation but the mass loss rate was
enhanced by a factor of ~ 40. Thus Mira variables can be expected to lose
mass at a rate which is considerably faster than that in non-variable red
giants of similar luminosity and spectral type. The enhancement in the
mass loss rate is due to the reduced density gradient in the pulsating
atmosphere and the consequent increase in the density at the sonic point of
the flow.

This work was performedwhile the authorwas in receiptof a Queen
ElizabethII Fellowshipat the AustralianNationalUniversity.
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Discussion

J. Wood: In one of your earlierslides,where you showed the series of

shocks asymptoticallyapproaching7 km/sec,at what point does the escape

velocity fall to this value?

P. Wood: At about 2000 solar radii, or a bit beyond. It has become super-

sonic at that point.

J. Cox: I don't understandwhy you had to assume it is isothermal. When

you do the calculation,the energy equation...

P. Wood: Either you have to know all the physicsof the shock -- that is,

how much energy is being radiatedin lines behind the shock, etc. -- or you

can do the simple thing by assuming it'sadiabatic (andthen you use the

energy equation),or you can assume it's isothermal (in which case, you

assume that in a regionwhich is very thin relativeto the separationof the

two shocks, all the energy is radiated). Those are the two limits I took,

adiabaticand isothermal,without doing all the detailedphysics.

Willson: We also did the same calculationand found the same results, that

the isothermalmodel does not show mass loss. 10-12 is the number that we

estimatedin the same fashionas you did. I am very pleased to see that you

calculatedthe combinationof dust with the isothermalcase, and I was as

startledas anyone else to find that it only gives you a factor of 40_ which

is not enough to give you the six orders of magnitudethat you need. Although

we have not yet run the right masses,we found that if you look carefullyat

what's happeningin the shock, the isothermalmodel should break down at\
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several stellar radii, because the recombination length of hydrogen inthe

shock becomes comparable to other scales of the problem. At that point, you

start to convert to the adiabatic approximation. At that point you lose a

lot of mass. If you estimate where that point occurs and calculate the mass

loss, it is within a factor of i0 of 10-6 . As I said, we haven't run the

exact models, but that looks like the right ball-park estimate; that's

closer than anything else that's been done.

P. Wood: By the time you get into those regions, the shock is so "thick"

that it's meaningless to talk about a shock wave.

Unknown: Barkat would argue with you that you can't do it with pulsation.

He said that you could do it by a series of puffs blown off by individual

pulsations which sort of build up, pop, and then settle down.

P. Wood: Yes, these are relaxation oscillations, which are of much larger

amplitude. They don't bear any resemblance to what you see in a Mira. That

is something later in the evolution.

Keller: Are you aware of Sanford's IR image tube observations, which show

a very extended dust cloud around _ Ori? He just recently published these i

observations. In other unpublished work, he has seen a large cloud around

R Leo, which would extend out to enormous distances, as you might expect.

Van Horn: To more than i00 stellar radii?

Keller: Oh, yes.

P. Wood: R Leo has a larger IR excess than most Miras of the same type.
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Nather: There are occulatlon measurements of R Leo in the IR at Hale

Observatory, that are i0-i00 times larger than what we see in the optical

region. That would tend to bear this out.
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